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Workshop With Tuliza Sindi

The three afternoon workshops focussed on the questions that the students have been facing throughout the year

 within the unit, bearing in mind the themes and main concepts that have brought the student’s ideas together to what

 they are currently. Students were required to consider context, their social outlines, experiments, research and clients

 that they are designing for.

Furthermore, students were to think about the systems that are integrated on their site and the flexibility of their

 interventions – which ones should be fixed and which elements should be moved. Students were to imagine

 themselves as the users and how they would like to feel within their intervention and with the presence of other users

 within the intervention. They were to also imagine being blind and only having to experience spaces through feeling

 as space is a form of energies experienced which should be considered in the three workshops.

Students were given ten minutes each per drawing to articulate movement & route and volume & scale through their

 chosen site. These could be communicated in plan or section but had to be drawn with their eyes open but looking

 forward towards their vision, away from the paper. The medium chosen couldn’t be lifted off the page unless they

 changed their medium to a different colour or type.

The image above illustrates who the main and secondary users are, and where they are going to and what they will be

 doing there. What does the movement and route connect to and how does it connect to it. The image was drawn in

 plan, identifying the two nodes that the main and secondary users are going to visit on the site. The main route shown

 in black emanating from the black circle indicates the primary route that guides users through the side in a fluid

 manner whereas the blue lines indicate the secondary unmarked routes that the users can take. The drawing also

 portrays how the different users could either visit one element or meander through the site to visit more than one

 component within the intervention.
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Medium: Watercolour paint, black inc and graphic pens.
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The drawing above indicates how I wanted the users to feel within the intervention and when I wanted them to feel the

 air on their skin, to feel covered in sunlight, to feel enclosed or free, to feel part of a route or the arrival to a space.

 What elements are the users engaging with and how is the scale of the enclosure being influenced with their

 engagement. The drawing was communicated both in plan and section where the curved lines represent the users

 being exposed to the natural elements whereas the dark patches indicate the enclosed spaces. The enclosed spaces

 are the rigid and massed elements that differ in scale, due to their different interventions, whereas the areas that are

 open to the natural elements are more fluid, whose size is significantly smaller than the enclosed spaces.

Students were given a further ten minutes each per drawing to illustrate hierarchies and landmarks & marks on the

 land within their chosen site. These could be communicated in plan or section but had to be drawn with their eyes

 closed but looking down towards the paper. The medium chosen could be lifted off the page and the medium could

 be changed at any given moment to a different colour or type.

The figure above represents, in section, how a user would read my intervention from the outside, the two large black

 spots, and from the inside, the lighter lines in the background symbolizing the view of the outdoor interventions open

 to the natural elements. The programs that lie within the large black spots are those that need to be confined and

 controlled but also have the intention to spill out towards the outside in order to activate and link outdoor programs

 with indoor programs. The horizontal planes step within the natural fall within the landscape to accommodate a

 transition through the various levels and variety in programs within the design intervention.

The graphic above illustrates portions of the intervention being hidden and others being celebrated through the scale

Medium: Watercolour paints and black ink.

Workshop 2: Unsee

Hierarchies

Medium: Watercolour paints and black ink.

Landmarks & Marks On The Land

Medium: Watercolour paints, black ink and graphic pens.
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 and placement of the structures on the land in section. Portions of the intervention reside within an existing iconic

 structure with a spill out of vibrant activities on the higher and lower levels on the site where some activities are more

 vibrant than others. The objective of the intervention is to attract outsiders and daily users within the site through the

 various outdoor and indoor public activities proposed on the chosen site.

Students were then given feedback on their illustrations and had to choose one drawing to use for the next workshop.

 It was discussed that there was a continuous notion of two important elements within my site that ran throughout all

 my illustrations which made a powerful statement. My main concept of assemble and disassemble was also detected

 within each drawing made which was unintentional.

Students were required to build a model in forty five minutes over a photocopied site image, panoramic view or the

 chosen drawing done the previous afternoon. This model needed to indicate the vision or narrative in the design

 intervention proposed on the chosen site. 

I chose to use the chosen graphic made the afternoon before, landmarks & marks on the land, in order to build up my

 model. While I was constructing it, I was bearing in mind my main concept of assemble and disassemble as well as

 how the users would move through the spaces within the site. 

I wanted to articulate the various outdoor and indoor experiences that one would pass through. I was trying to design

 playful outdoor elements for sportsmen to utilize that either formed part of the building or were set away from the

 structures. I wanted to also communicate the fluidity of the movement through the site where users would experience

 various interesting views and programs at different points on the site. 

Workshop 3: Compose
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Unit 2 Leader, Amira Osman, gave the students a series of design development tasks to investigate for five days

 which all dealt with an analysis indoor and outdoor spatial form(s) in their thesis projects. On the first day, the

 students sketched out a series of quick sections to interrogate what kind of spaces their built form(s) would possess.

 Which spaces would be seen as communal meeting spaces and which areas would be less public? Where do the

 users enter the space(s); what is the most valuable space in the design and where do the entry and exit points lie

 within the chosen site? How does natural light and air enter these spaces?

From the second to the fifth day, students were asked to begin formulating and visually presenting these spatial forms

 with the use of quick models but they needed to create initial sketches to understand how they would initially build

 them. Students then needed to photograph these models and sketch over them to indicate the spaces formulated by

 the indoor and outdoor architectural programs.

With my initial sketches, I was entirely focused on the spatial forms and activities within Old Park Station but after

 analysing the site as a whole, the typography as well as taking into consideration the view from Nelson Mandela

 bridge to the north east as one enters Newtown, it was decided that new built forms needed to be designed towards

 the north and south western edges.
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There is a new housing development taking place towards the south eastern edge on the site, which is an extension

 of the existing Brickfields housing development located towards the south across Carr Street. The north western

 edge of the housing development was chamfered at a 45 degree angle and a plaza/piazza was also proposed next

 to the development in order for Old Park Station to be a focal point when entering the site from Carr Street. The new

 built form located to the west of this development has to respond to Old Park Station as well as the new extension of

 the Brickfields development. It also has to act as a holding space and pull factor into the site, moving individuals up

 towards the Old Park Station structure.

The new built form proposed towards the north of Old Park Station was placed towards the north western side of the

 site so that individuals, who travelled from the north end of Nelson Mandela bridge, would have an unobstructed view

 of Old Park Station’s iconic landmark where they could observe the various social and cultural activities taking place

 to the north end of the site. This view point would act as a catalyst, having Old Park Station as a landmark to refer to,

 in order to invite young adults into the area through the various activities pertaining to youth culture. The north

 western built form would have a link towards Old Park Station from the existing vertical circulation point located to

 the west of the concrete platform. 

Once all built forms have been established, the site would be entirely activated with a variety of social and cultural

 activities occurring during the day and at night allowing for some days to have 24 hour public passive surveillance.

Bearing in mind the main concept of disassemble and assemble, I wanted to explore that notion through the spatial

 experience when one enters and exits the buildings on site. The building appears to dissipate or dematerialize at the

South Western Built Form – First Attempt:
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 building’s entrance and develops into a solid form towards the Old Park Station structure. This building needed to be

 positioned at a 45 degree angle towards Old Park Station, keeping the heritage structure as a focal point from Carr

 Street. An outdoor seating area, softened by a green landscape, has a view towards the proposed plaza/piazza,

 which I transformed into a public park with two large water features. This decision was made as the existing

 Brickfields development across from Carr Street has an absence of a water facility. The proposed park would drive

 those residents into the site to utilize this feature.

During the design process of the facade, I took into consideration the ramp facilities that skateboarders and BMXers

 use within a skate/BMX park. I also considered which spaces would have a light weight structure and which spaces

 would have a hard interface with elements that parkour sportsmen would utilize. The building had to be kept as a

 single story at the entrance from Old Park Station’s concrete platform and increase in height towards the back in

 order to not impede on the view of the steel structure and there would also be a transition in height and spatial forms

 as one moves through the building.

The curved built forms were created at different platforms bearing in mind of different materials and areas where

 natural light would enter the buildings. The positioning of the buildings celebrate the outdoor activities happening on

 this level bearing in mind the viewpoint of Old Park Station from Nelson Mandela Bridge. Parts of the proposed built

 forms have open elements and treated edges for parkour sportsmen to utilize as training grounds on site, with a

 grand entrance into the proposed education facility that will house a library, studio and classroom spaces for

 photography, fashion design and the culinary arts. The southern block will act as a link from the northern part of the

 site to Old Park Station’s plinth into the existing vertical access point that will form a connection towards the

 proposed south western block on the site.

North Western Built Form – First Attempt:

North Western Built Form – Second Attempt

North Western Built Form – Third Attempt
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The second attempt of designing the built forms were unsuccessful as it did not correspond with the proposed built

 form located to the front of the site due to its curved appearance. These two forms therefore need to read as one

 element bearing in mind the concept of assemble and disassemble. Taking the building concept from the front, the

 same type of structure was introduced towards the back. The building elements that were proposed were too great

 and need to be broken up more so that the programs and experiences related to each building read differently when

 visiting the space. The forms also need to be investigated more in a spatial way and which areas need to be

 highlighted and treated differently with built form and landscape. To many axial lines were introduced into this

 scheme which made it difficult to read on what I was trying to achieve with the proposed buildings and therefore

 need to be simplified.

Upon the fourth attempt, the building forms with their different programs were further disassembled in plan. The two

 buildings were modified in their shape and outdoor spaces through the exploration of spatial experience and

 materiality as shown in the 3d sketch of the north western entrance from the top of the concrete plinth. Taking into

 consideration the viewpoints towards Old Park Station, the buildings were positioned to not obstruct the main

 viewpoint from Nelson Mandela Bridge and their building fronts needed to face the outdoor activities proposed on the

 northern part of the site. The axial lines were also taken into account where three axial lines were integrated into the

 design proposal. These lines were offset from each other to create a transitional series of open and covered

North Western Built Form – Fourth Attempt
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 corridors linking the north interventions to the south interventions via Old Park Station’s vertical access point. This

 plan was still not successful as the main intended pathway was still too complex and did not read well within the site.

The intention of the main movement corridor throughout the site was diagrammatically overlaid onto the site where it

 was interrogated on the basis of how each building program would sit on this pathway throughout the site and how

 the transition through this access route would differ as one moves through it. The path’s two end points would be at

 the junction of Nelson Mandela bridge to the north and the piazza/plaza space to the south of the site. This pathway

 acts as the urban skeleton in the framework, much like a spine that connects the various proposed activities from the

 northern end of the site right through to the southern end. This pathway needs to act as a buffer with activities

 spilling out from it and how the pathway meets the building edges in different ways. It was decided that the main

 pathway would be more fluid in its shape, than that of the rigid build forms, as it is a journey through the transition of

 activities proposed on the site. The building forms on the site also need to be identified as individual buildings, in

 their massing and materiality, so that it is easily distinguished by the users when entering the area.

The northern block, which is the education facility, was stepped back from the pathway with an accentuated edge for

 parkour sportsmen to utilize in their training and this corner is the more prominent assembly point into the building

 from the pathway. The pathway leading to the north western block, which is the indoor club/bar area and outdoor

 concert space, was treated with landscaped elements with a seated space that is open to the elements. This area

 performs as a disassembly point of built form and an assembly point for a landscaped edge.

The north western block was positioned so that the main pathway acted as a mediator between the indoor club/bar

 area and the outdoor concert space, where the covered podium or stage is located away from the pathway so that it

 acts as a holding space for the users along this corridor. These two areas, which have been disassembled by the

 proposed pathway, have the opportunity to spill out onto each other when these two areas are fully activated with

 music events. If the outdoor concert space is not used for music events, the space could be utilized for outdoor

 teaching classes, graduation ceremonies or sporting training spaces for parkour and skateboarding sportsmen. The

 intention of these outdoor elements is to constantly have them activated so that they are not only used for one public

 social purpose. When moving away from the north western block, the pathway transforms into a semi-sheltered

 bridge which guides the user towards the concrete plinth of Old Park Station.

North Western Built Form – Fifth Attempt
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Taking the angle of the proposed Brickfields housing development extension, it was mimicked within the Old Park

 Station steel structure formulating the angled entrance into the pop-up exhibition space which is stepped back

 exposing the steel skeletal elements of the heritage structure and opening up the view of the outdoor concert space,

 a further articulation of the main concept assemble and disassemble. The exhibition space is enclosed with glass

 panels so that when one is inside the exhibition area, the views towards the outside are not obstructed by walled up

 elements, celebrating the activities occurring outside as well as inside.

The vertical access point on the western edge of the site will be disassembled and assembled with a staircase and

 elevator which will have a glass interface in order to being in natural light into the concrete podium and celebrate the

 transition from the top floor to the bottom floor.

Due to the angle of the main pathway, the built form located towards the south western area was rotated in order to

 follow the path leading into the piazza space. The allocated ground floor parking was relocated underground to give

 space for a student housing development so that it responded to the proposed housing development by ASA

 Architects, located to the south eastern edge of the site.

The southern block on the western side of the site will be activated with ground floor public retail that spills out

 towards the street edge.

The eastern housing developments on the ground floor street edge will be activated with public retail towards the

 south edge, spilling out onto the streetscape, and public social spaces at ground floor level on the western edge

 facing the piazza/plaza area. The north eastern block will be activated on ground floor level by introducing public

 commercial spaces with a landscaped buffer towards the concrete podium of Old Park Station.

Old Park Station’s concrete podium will be disassembled by removing the mezzanine floor so that there is enough

 head height to introduce formal public retail spaces onto the edge that faces the piazza/plaza area. These spaces

 will spill out onto the landscaped buffer towards the southern proposed interventions. Due to the placement of the

 public commercial spaces to the north eastern block, a suggestion would be to introduce an indoor public secure

 swimming pool within the eastern portion of the concrete podium as the existing Brickfields Housing Development

 has an absence of a water facility.

South Western Built Form – Second Attempt

Thesis Concept

[DIS] ASSEMBLE

How The Concept Relates To Its Users As Well As The
 Site
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Taking the history of Old Park Station’s constant relocation, the main thesis concept is about disassembly and

 assembly. The graphic below illustrates the dictionary meaning behind the two words chosen which will form the key

 concept throughout the thesis project, from historical analysis of the heritage structure and theoretical analysis of the

 main users and their cultures, to the design intentions and formulation of the structures on site.

Disassemble is the act of taking something apart or to pieces. In this case, this act will be in the design of the

 proposed buildings around Old Park Station, the main anchor on the site, and how they operate as holding spaces

 around it. Transnet had an intention of transforming Old Park Station into a railway museum but the proposal was not

 carried through. Developers and architects tried to formulate other proposals in order to activate the structure for

 everyday use but none have been approved as of yet. 

The steel and concrete formation is a contested space where its organisation needs to be disassembled and

 reintegrated back into the city. Members within the Johannesburg Heritage Trust noted that Old Park Station’s steel

 structure is the only heritage form that needs to be approached with great sensitivity.  
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The concrete plinth that it stands on can be modified as long as it does not interfere with the steel structure above.

 The concrete form was not part of the original design but merely a platform for the late nineteenth century steel form

 to rest on. The intervention will use the notion of disassembly within the concrete plinth through its design proposal

 and programme so that the activities will spill out towards the proposed holding spaces located towards the north and

 south ends of the site in order for the entire scheme to be activated in a fluid manner in a horizontal and vertical

 transitional plane.

Assemble is the act of joining separate components or parts of a machine or any other object, which will form part of

 the design of the built forms and spaces on site. Another definition of assembly is an area where individuals can

 gather for a common purpose. This definition of assembly will outline the overall intention of the thesis project

 pertaining mainly to young adults within youth culture, although any other individual who falls out on either end of this

 age group within society still has the freedom to utilise the spaces within the thesis design proposal.

Activating the site via view points, access points and a thoroughfare will also form part of the assembly hypothesis.

Young adults within youth culture strive to seek some form of sub-cultural identity, often through social excitement and

 authentic experience, where they can familiarise themselves with and often overlook other designated sub-cultural

 classes that do not pertain to their personal characteristics. Individuals within youth culture often find areas where

 they can network with each other as a group, through technological and social systems.
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The design intervention aims to unite young adults through various cultural and social activities pertaining to youth

 culture and subculture, so that these individuals have a space where they have the freedom to express themselves

 within their own form of identity structures. By initially generating a community-based support structure for the

 residents of Newtown and then branching outwards to other districts, with the use of the chosen programs and

 spaces acting as pull factors into the site, the intervention will develop users in their social and physical well being.

The key focus will be to establish a design intervention for users within the young adult age bracket between 18 and

 30. Although the design will focus on individuals within this age group, other users that fall under the adult and youth

 age brackets will also have the freedom to utilise the spaces, granting a flexibility within the space due to its users

 needs; allowing more public presence to run throughout the site at different times of the day and night and, in turn,

 generating a sense of security through public passive surveillance. 

 By also introducing adults and the youth into the site through the proposed activities, the youth will be influenced by

 the young adults in their involvement in some of the proposed site programs and the adults will concurrently influence

 the young adults but the barrier between the adults and young adults will eventually dissipate due to the transition

 into adulthood as well as possessing similar interests that emerge with age.

Site Analysis

The Newtown cultural district is subdivided into three main zones: the Market Precinct, located towards the North-

West; the Transport Precinct, situated towards the South-West; and the Electrical and Worker's Precinct, positioned

Visiting Newtown

Mapping Analysis In & Around The Site
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 towards the South-East. 

There are many heritage sites that are located within these three precincts as well as Old Park Station, which lies

 towards the North of the Newtown district. Any alterations to these heritage sites need to be carefully addressed and

 must be designed in a sensitive manner.

A large variety of building programs are evident within Newtown but the predominant forms of land uses that exist

 within the area are offices and commercial buildings. Many buildings within the district are difficult to access due to

 their fenced boundaries, creating dead or inactive spaces along these edges.

 The main routes that the Minibus taxis, the Metro Bus, Rea Vaya and Gautrain busses take pass by Metro Mall Taxi

 Rank in a horizontal and vertical plane. 

 

View of Metro Mall Taxi Rank taken on the corner of Ntembi Piloso and Bree Streets (by author).
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This mixed-use building comprises of three levels that house formal and informal retail spaces which are integrated

 with a public transport hub, where an estimated amount of 150 000 commuters pass through each day via the various

 forms of public transport (City of Johannesburg, 2015).

As depicted in the pedestrian movement captured on site, one can visually see how most individuals arrive at Metro

 Mall Taxi Rank, the primary node within Newtown, and walk to their various destinations in and round the district.

Due to the sporadic pedestrian movements captured within the area, there are many exciting places to visit ranging

 from music venues, bars and art performance areas where one can socialise, to clothing stores, and lastly, to

 sporting venues for personal fitness and enjoyment. There are also many informal settings where these social and

 cultural activities exist, therefore, it stands to reason why Newtown has been earmarked as the cultural precinct of

 Johannesburg CBD since the 1900's.

 

Old Park Station’s structure has been derelict for many years, leaving this empty shell to be occasionally used for

 social entertainment, fashion photography shoots, music videos and, just recently, a corporate event held by Pale Ink

 Brand Boutique. 

The current state of Old Park Station [by author].

PALE INK BRAND BOUTIQUE. 2015. Corporate event held at Old Park Station. [Online] Available

 from: http://ink361.com/app/users/ig-616478077/paleink_events/photos. [Accessed: 9th October 2015].
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Many graffiti artists have entered the site and have spray painted their artworks mostly within the concrete podium

 portion of the structure. 

The concrete structure consists of a mezzanine floor which cuts back towards the centre of the structure, allowing

 more natural light to feed into the space below towards the northern end of the podium. Developers had an intention

 of activating the site by transforming it into a railway museum but this proposal was not carried out.

Currently, the southern end of the site is undergoing earthworks for the extension of the brickfields housing

 development, designed by ASA Architects. The design proposals had to be approved by the Johannesburg Heritage

 Trust as the housing project needed to be planned in such a way as to not obstruct the view of Old Park Station from

 Carr Street. 

One of the many graffiti artworks discovered on site, mainly spray painted on the concrete podium structure [by author].

The mezzanine level cuts back in the centre of the podium to allow more natural light to enter the space [by author].

A roof plan indicating the extension of the Brickfields housing development. Note how the first phase to the east has a chamfered

 corner on its western block in order to make the Old Park Station's steel structure completely visible when entering the piazza off

 Carr Street (ASA Architects, 2015).  
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A piazza was proposed in the centre of the housing scheme to achieve this matter and the far left building, on the

 eastern development, had to be chamfered at a forty-five degree angle from the edge of Old Park Station’s roof

 structure. Only the three eastern blocks are currently proposed to be built and the western scheme will be built as

 part of the second phase of the project. For the first phase of the development, an open parking space has been

 devised in its place.

Resources:

 
ASA ARCHITECTS. 2015. Brickfields North Residential Development. [JPEG Model Image] At: Hyde

 Park: ASA Architects Office. Szalavicz, A.

ASA ARCHITECTS. 2015. Brickfields North Residential Development. [Roof Plan] At: Hyde Park: ASA Architects

 Office. Szalavicz, A.

CITY OF JOHANNESBURG. 2015. Newtown: your guide. [Online] Available from: http://joburg.org.za/index.php?

option=com_content&task=view&id=315&Itemid=52&limitstart=3. [Accessed 6th October 2015].

Model views of Old Park Station's structure within proposed new Brickfields development from Carr Street. (ASA Architects).
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Introduction To Thesis Project

The intention for this architectural design intervention, which is located on the site of Old Park Station to the north of

 Newtown, is to understand how an individual is able to assist in upgrading the functionality of a particular space in

 order for the design proposal to have a positive social impact on a neighbourhood in current and future situations

 and, in turn, potentially increase the property values along its edge.

After the year 1994, the Johannesburg Development Agency had numerous urban development schemes for the city’s

 districts which included Ellis Park, Hillbrow and Newtown precincts. Located towards the western region of the

 Johannesburg Central Business District (CBD), the core of the Newtown precinct comprises of various public facilities

 such as the Market Theatre, Museum Africa as well as many restaurants, cafeterias and music and dance venues

 that wrap around Mary Fitzgerald Square. 
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Newtown is seen as the heart of diverse cultural and social events in Johannesburg and many well known artists have

 visited this colourful district either for their own personal entertainment whilst visiting the city or through their live

 public performances.

SHOBA, M. 2012. Photograph taken at the Back To The City Event held at Mary Fitzgerald Square, Newtown. [Online] Available

 from: http://fulbright.mtvu.com/mejashoba/2012/06/20/back-to-the-city/. [Accessed: 3rd October 2015].

Every year, young adults attend the Back To The City event to celebrate South African Freedom Day. The event holds various

 activities pertaining to the hip hop subculture including beat box battles, graffiti, break dancing and skateboarding competitions as

 well as a music concert.

GRAFFITI SOUTH AFRICA. 2014. FEATURE \\ Back To The City 2014 (+ Ticket Giveaway!). [Online] Available

 from: http://www.graffitisouthafrica.com/news/categories/event-back-to-the-city/. [Accessed: 3rd October 2015].

GAS PHOTOGRAPHIC. 2015. Photograph of vert skateboarding competition held at Back To The City. [Online] Available

 from: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.569662333173451.1073741865.208794732593548&type=1. [Accessed: 3rd

 October 2015].

Left Photograph: View of restaurants from the pedestrianised walkway to the south of Mary Fitzgerald Square.

Right Photograph: View of Museum Africa taken at Mary Fitzgerald Square [by author, 2015].
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The current state of Newtown has been upgraded in a positive manner but this area, comprising of a range of creative

 industries, still has an absence in consistent daily vibrant public activities throughout the vicinity. 

 

Public presence is only evident in certain areas of Newtown whereas the corridors that connect these cultural and

 social nodes are usually inactive, dead edges. 

 

This precinct is only fully activated when it holds large events, such as international rock, hip hop and electronic music

 concerts in Mary Fitzgerald Square and underneath the M1 highway on Henry Nxumalo Street or the renowned three

 day metal music festival, named Witchfest, which is held in and around Bassline, located towards the southern edge

 of Newtown. Although Newtown is now known for holding a variety of public forms of entertainment, this district once

 held Johannesburg’s main fresh produce market and was also the electrical hub of the city. These two main functions

Left Photograph: Pedestrianised entrance into the Dance Factory off President Street, Newtown.

Right Photograph: Vehicular entrance into the Bus Factory off President Street, Newtown [by author, 2015].

LETCHMIAH, S. 2013. Photograph of the fans attending the Vodacom In The City music event held at Mary Fitzgerald Square,

 Newtown. [Online] Available from: https://www.enca.com/life/gallery-vodacom-city-2013. [Accessed: 3rd October 2015].

SWART, I. 2013. Photograph of Skunk Anansie's lead vocalist Deborah Anne Dyer crowd surfing at the Vodacom In The City

 music event. [Online] Available from: http://www.watkykjy.co.za/2013/10/vodacom-in-the-city-maar-nie-sommer-enige-city-nie-

johannesburre-my-bra/. [Accessed: 3rd October 2015].
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 in this district used the nearby railway for transportation of goods and materials.

The old railway station, now known as Old Park Station, was designed by Dutch architect Jacob Klinkhamer and was

NEDERLANDS ARCHITECTUURINSTITUUT. (no date) Photograph of Dutch architect Jacob Klinkhamer, the designer of the Old

 Park Station steel structure [Online] Available from: http://zoeken.nai.nl/CIS/persoon/3051. [Accessed: 3rd October 2015].

WALLY, G. Aerial view of the initial position of Old Park Station looking towards the South-East with the old Wanderers Rugby

 Ground in the lower left corner. 1930. [Photograph]. 

At: Parktown: Johannesburg Heritage Trust, Park Station Archives. Bird, F.

PALADIN, S. 2013. A portion of the map of Johannesburg from the year 1893 indicating the initial location of Old Park Station

 once it was transported from Holland. [Online] Available from: http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/th/read/SA-

TRANSVAAL/2013-06/1371375395. [Accessed: 3rd October 2015].

A plan of the existing location of the long and narrow Old Park Station structure (depicted in red) in the year 1960. 

HELMAN, B & Klintworth, P J W. 1966. Johannesburg Station Complex. S.A. Architectural Record. p. 21.
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 built in Holland in the 1890’s after being commissioned by the South African government. The structure was

 then transported to Noord Street, located to the south of the old Wanderers Stadium and Joubert Park in

 Johannesburg CBD. Initially, this station was called Park Halt but in the year 1913, the name officially changed to

 Johannesburg Station. 

 

By the time the new station was built in 1952, it was taken down, transported and reassembled in Esselen Park, near

 Kempton Park, in order to be utilized as a training centre for railway personnel but was relocated back the north end

 of Newtown in the early 2000’s. Developers had an intention to convert this heritage site into a railway museum but

 no development has taken place as of yet.

Many areas in Johannesburg CBD are abandoned and forgotten, transforming these empty uninhabited spaces into

 elements of urban decay and, in some cases, leading towards gentrification. Old Park Station is one of these stand

 alone vacant structural elements, a white elephant in Johannesburg that has been derelict for years. Although the

 station has been left to decay, this empty shell has been used as a location for various photography shoots, music

 videos as well as social music events in the past. 

Selecting this site for the architectural design intervention will be feasible as it is a good example where urban

 regeneration should take place. When one crosses the Nelson Mandela Bridge, the first landmarks one sees when

 entering the Newtown district is the Metro Mall located towards the left of the bridge, the Old Park Station on the right

 as well as the Brickfields development across the road from the station. The Old Park Station is seen as an eye-sore

 when entering this precinct due to its dilapidated appearance around developing sites.

The aim of this thesis proposal is to design a social entertainment centre that houses cultural activities pertaining to

 the youth culture of Johannesburg. This outdoor and indoor civic centre will also include a micro-scale market in and

 around the existing structure with upgraded pedestrianised pavements within and along the chosen site mixed with a

 public park that holds a variety of activities for the district’s residents to utilise as well as its visitors. The design

 intervention will also respond to Metro Park, located to the west of Old Park Station over Nelson Mandela Bridge, as

 well as the new proposed housing development towards the south of the site, which is the extension of the current

 Brickfields housing development scheme, that was produced by GAPP Architects and Urban Solutions for the

Photograph taken of Old Park Station at Esselen Park where it was utilized as a training centre for railway personnel. 1990.

 [Photograph]. At: Parktown: Johannesburg Heritage Trust, Park Station Archives. Bird, F.

Western panoramic view of the uninhabited late nineteenth century Old Park Station 

steel structure taken on the concrete podium that it now rests on [by author, 2015].

Old Park Station, designed by Dutch architect Jacob Klinkhamer, has existed as a desolate structure for years

as developers and architects have tried to present a suitable proposal in order to reactivate the lightweight structure [by author,

 2015]. 
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 Johannesburg Development Agency (JDA) and Propnet.

Old Park Station has also been earmarked as a heritage site due to the structure falling under Section 34(1) of the

 National Heritage Resources Act which states that if an individual wishes to alter or demolish any or parts of a

 structure that is older than sixty years, that individual will need to obtain a permit that has been issued by an

 authorised person from the relevant provincial heritage resources department. As discussed with the Johannesburg

 Heritage Trust, the members strongly agree that Old Park Station should not be relocated again in fear that the steel

 structure will not withstand the move as it has been repositioned numerous of times during its lifetime. Due to the

 heritage extent of the site, the design proposal must address this steel structure in a sensitive manner.

By proposing this type of urban development scheme on this site, it will feed people into the social and cultural

 Newtown district in a more positive manner than it currently does and will soften up the space, especially due to the

 fact that it is located right by the train tracks. This site will hold daily and nightly activities for the public in order to

 address the issue of safety within the neighbourhood through public passive surveillance. As this space upgrades,

 the objective would be for land values around this edge to increase, thus potentially transforming the informal taxi

 rank towards the eastern end of the proposed site into a mixed use development.

There is a shortage of the combination of indoor and outdoor spaces that possess diverse social cultural functions on

 a single site for the youth to utilise within Johannesburg CBD. This should be rectified as it will create a new diversity

 within the social environment for young adults to utilize; generate job opportunities within the retail sector for young

 entrepreneurs as well as in the site’s maintenance for Johannesburg’s inner city citizens.

Through historical, cultural and social research on the Newtown district and investigating international as well as local

 precedent studies, it will potentially allow for a well resolved design solution for this area. What was once an isolated

 structure left for urban decay will become an iconic landmark, inviting locals and visitors into Newtown’s district from

 Nelson Mandela Bridge where the public will enjoy visiting on a daily basis.
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Programme

Mixed-use development: 

Micro-scale market and/or restaurant and cafeteria spaces towards the south of Old Park Station

Outdoor and indoor public entertainment spaces

Club and concert space with an amphitheatre towards the north of Old Park Station

Public park with running and cycling trails

Outdoor function spaces

Potential sports facilities such as a public pool, adventure golf, paintball grounds,breakdancing

 spaces, parkour facilities and a skate/bmx park

 Users/Clients

Users:          Local and international public users between the ages of 18 – 35 (young adults).

Clients:        Johannesburg Development Agency (JDA)

The company’s objective is to manage and assist with strategic urban developments within

 Johannesburg in order for the city to become sustainable and resilient within its urban

 regeneration.

                     Johannesburg Property Company (JPC)

The JPC is a company who specialises in property development within Johannesburg and

 specifically target the rapid increase in social and commercial opportunities within districts such

 as Newtown, Soweto and Sandton. The company develops council-owned land into public

 infrastructure using private sector investments.

The proposed civic centre and public park will potentially upgrade the property value along its edge which

 will aid in the demand for future developments within this area. Investing in land development will increase

 the building’s leasing value due to public demand in developing a residential structure.
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Students had the privilege of viewing Professor Phil Astley's lectures on healthcare infrastructure, well-being and

 System Separation, which is another term for Open Building. Although these seminars were more focused towards

 human healthcare, the same decision making principles could be incorporated into our individual thesis projects. The

 three rigorous group workshops that the students were involved in demonstrated this as they focused on the

 following aspects:

 Workshop 1: Drivers For Change - Students were asked to choose one individual thesis project site to formulate a

 schematic table indicating various components that arose during site visits, site mapping and site analysis. At a

 strategic level, students were asked to place these elements in levels of high uncertainty, low uncertainty, high

 importance and low importance.

 

Workshop 2: Potential Users - Students were asked to identify the various users that could possibly inhabit the

 selected site and what types of activities they would be involved in with the program(s) chosen within the thesis

 project.

 

Workshop 3: Scenario Planning - Going back to the drivers of change table, students had to select three

 components that were placed within the high importance and low uncertainty bracket and formulate a timeline of

 events pertaining to those items from the year 2015 until after the year 2050 in order to aid in the narrative of the

 thesis project.
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These three quick decision making tools were really helpful in grounding one into their own individual project

 and identifying the key elements that relate to one's own site. 

 

During the workshops and lectures presented by Phil Astley, the class was split into groups of two in order to

 research topics relating to various forms of healthcare systems and their impacts on the patients and medical

 professionals that utilize them. The topic that I researched was on a software system or mobile technology system

 that manages electronic patient information, diagnostics and results.

 
In order to achieve effective patient information systems, one needs to maintain the connection between the

 individual and the data collected over a period of time as well as to have the data collected available to other

 healthcare providers when needed. This valuable data catalogue stores concise important records of the health of

 the individual. The collected information in this catalogue can aid healthcare individuals in communities, regions and

 countries upon where the public health policy is evident which includes monitoring and evaluation of patients,

 surveillance of disease, human resource management and operational research as shown in the bubble diagram in

 the image above.

 The computer software system that I chose to research was the NextGen Ambulatory EHR version 5.8. It is a

 concise tabulated record of a patient which includes their personal information and details of any healthcare

 procedures that were undertaken from patient check-in to check-out. The software system has an easy to use drop-

down menu system which holds information on the patient's healthcare history, problem list, diagnostic studies,

 medical, surgical and interim reports as well as healthcare guidelines. 

 
The main constraint with this system is that towards low-income countries, as they have struggled to initiate large-

scale electronic medical information systems. While some low-income countries have been able to attract technical

 and financial resources to install patient information systems at some sites, these require significant investments for

 their successful implementation. These systems require a large amount of resources including skilled labour,

 technological and financial means, which can be difficult to obtain in low-income areas. In addition to the cost of the

 computer hardware and software, the systems used require electricity, a controlled environment, training,

 maintenance and support in order for it to work efficiently. 

Many patients receive services from separate facilities and health practitioners, therefore, an electronic information

 system could compile the information and make it accessible to other health care professionals that would aid in the

 early detection of a particular disease that the patient could contract.

Electronic health systems must be built in a way to facilitate the exchange of data and, therefore, a standard must be

 applied in order to facilitate clear communication between individuals using the system within a single clinic and

 across other facilities as well. There also needs to be clear legislation that administers patient privacy and protects

 the security of health information for records in electronic format. Another key factor would be the development of

Healthcare Technology Presentation
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 well-trained health information professionals that will have the knowledge to utilize the software system.

The system could be utilised between departments or wards within a healthcare facility. If more healthcare facilities

 will possess the appropriate funding to implement this electronic resource, more medical centres will be able to send

 and receive patient, diagnostic reports and results with ease between each other within a larger area, such as

 between suburbs and provinces or states, for better communication between patients and healthcare

 professionals. This trend will continue as improvements are made in computer hardware, software and

 telecommunication infrastructure as well as when countries will develop the skills necessary to implement electronic

 data storage and transmission systems.

On the final day of the week intensive with Professor Phil Astley, students had to compile a three minute PowerPoint

 presentation consisting of no more than ten slides on their thesis projects. The content had to explain the progress of

 the project's concept themes, analysis as well as the way forward into the design development process.

 This benefited me in taking all the graphics as well as my concept and site information that I have gathered thus far

 so that I could summarize the key aspects and program strategies in my design project. It was a good indication in

 what I should start focusing on for the next portion of my narrative.

Through detailed analysis of the Newtown precinct, inclusive of its current activities, the aim is to formulate a

 design intervention that would potentially create a positive social impact in Newtown North, which will possess

 various activities pertaining to youth culture.

The users I will be focusing on are young adults within society. Youth culture and sub-culture aids a group of

 individuals in determining one’s identity and to understand the social norms and values within society. These

 principles, however, generally differ from the main culture of older generations within our civilization.

Taking the understanding of the meaning of youth culture and sub-culture, it was further investigated within the

 Newtown district. Seeing that Newtown has been earmarked as the cultural precinct since the mid 1900’s, it

Pecha Kucha Thesis Presentation
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 justifies that youth culture and sub-culture would exist in this area.

The Newtown district is divided into three main sub-precincts which act as pull-factors into the area. They

 comprise of the Market Precinct, located towards the north of Mary Fitzgerald Square; as well as the Transport

 and Electrical & Worker’s Precincts, located towards the south west and east respectively.

Through the mapping of the sub-precincts as well as the existing formal and informal youth culture activities,

 one can automatically notice the drivers within the area. Inclusive of the cultural buildings within the Transport

 and Market precincts, Metro Mall Taxi Rank and Newgate Shopping Centre are also seen as pull factors.

Pedestrians have ease of access to the site within walking distance from the location of the public transport hub,

 which is Metro Mall Taxi Rank. From the mapping done, the idea is to transform Old Park Station into a new

 pull-factor for the precinct; introducing a space that the young adults can utilize according to their specific

 interests.

By taking the initial steps of introducing potential vertical as well as horizontal usage schemes and investigating
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 how users will occupy the space, it will act as a platform of understanding spatial systems in design decision-

making within an Open Building framework.

The next steps would be to carry on interpreting key findings and incorporate them into the site; to formulate a

 system of programs that will act as drivers into the site in the form of fixed and temporary elements; and

 through trial and error, determine which programs will be fixed and temporary.

Tuesday, 1 September 2015

Nairobi Trip

The Unit 2 students visited Nairobi, Kenya, for a week at the beginning of August where they observed and

 documented the local's daily activities and living experiences. The students were given a task to graphically present

 and describe the intangible processes within the chosen sites in Nairobi that demonstrates various spatial and socio-

cultural structures within the area. The following feedback explains the various levels found within the presentations

 done by the students.

What was understood from the project was that the groups had to explore some kind of process of decision making

 that could happen in order for the Kibera housing project, along the railway line, to be a more successful project that

 responds to the changing needs of its inhabitants. 

For instance, what could be a successful output for the housing? Let’s say an area isn’t successful. Through the use

 of existing data and observations on site, one could develop an assumption of what could possibly happen within

 certain spaces due to the inhabitant’s needs. What makes this area successful and unsuccessful and what lead up to

 the construction of this housing? According to the interpretations of the A3 presentations and student interviews, it

Student Feedback
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 seemed as though there was a very complex process leading up to the final outcome of the housing project. What

 informed the tangible occupancy from the intangible negotiations?

How could the everyday spatial activities that occur within the informal settlements be incorporated into the formal

 housing scheme? Activities such as washing and drying of laundry as well as an allocated space for cooking, that

 caters to their everyday rituals were observed by certain students.

From the presentations, it seemed that the area which was unsuccessful in its usage was definitely the space that is

 seen as the back end of the housing project that faced the railway line. This space is seen as a completely baron

 and a wasted space that could have been incorporated in some way within the housing scheme in a positive way in

 order to generate revenue via this extension onto the existing structure. The area that was somewhat unsuccessful

 were spaces with narrow pathways, where individuals refused to demolish certain units in order to widen the space.

 Pedestrianized spaces that felt more comfortable were the ones where individuals negotiated between the housing

 and informal settlement to widen the pathway. 

Source: Darren Van Gool, Andrea Relling and Ngwato Kekana

Sunday, 12 July 2015

Denver Open Building Site Application

Through desktop research and tissue analysis, the students designed a new urban design framework for a portion of

 the informal settlement in the Denver area which would be developed over the rest of the precinct in different

 phases. Different building typologies were also allocated to the students within the urban design framework for their

 individual designs for the Denver area.

The individual concept was to design a mixed-use row house within Denver comprising of private and commercial

 spaces for its residents and stakeholders. By using informal settlement statistics from desktop research as a

 guideline in order to formulate a program for the amount of individuals that would inhabit the residential units at an

 affordable level as well as the type of building materials that are available within close proximity to the site.

Mixed-Use Row House Design
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The ground floor was designed with two programs. The street edge of the site comprises of four semi-retail edges

 which were pushed back from the public pavement to allow for an intermediate edge with low pedestrian traffic. The

 edge facing the communal garden contains a library, computer lab as well as a studying facility for the Denver

 neighbourhood. Sliding stacking doors exist in these areas to allow for a permeable edge. These doors could also be

 closed up in times where the community would have a boardroom meeting or if the individuals within the district

 would hold any form of exhibition. The boardroom would then be transformed into a store room for unused chairs

 and tables.

By providing the individual owners of each unit in the row house typology a base building, stack of drywalls and an

 instruction manual each individual can fit out their own unit using a clip-in system. The idea is to have holes drilled

 into the floor and ceiling of the base building at 200mm increments so that the drywalls could be assembled in this

 grid. The drywall would be clipped into the floor and locked in place in the ceiling using a latch. Individuals would also

 have the possibility of assembling their own micro-furniture systems if they wish, thus giving the resident the power

 of ownership within their home.
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 The materials used for the row house units are steel sheeting on the facades with paint on the ground floor area as

 well as the balconies for easy maintenance. Structural plastic lumber was used for the framed pathway between

 the communal garden and the communal library and study area as well as on the North-East facade. This wood-like

 looking material was chosen as it is an inexpensive lightweight fabric whose colour could be altered according to

 whatever specification an individual would like.

The obstacles faced within this project was the limitation of collecting important data on site and designing a compact

 unit that could cater for a large density of individuals within Denver. The students used online data that was collected

 by the previous year's UJ students and only visited the site once, therefore they could not collect as much necessary

 data as they could have if they immersed themselves within the context as they did in the previous projects. The

 spatial designs for the residential units were challenging but forced me to think of different ways to use a space for

 many activities. By sub-dividing the floor plans and researching micro-housing, in particular, aided in my design

 process and enabled me to allow more individuals to occupy a single row house over two floors than what I initially

 designed.

 Professor Kendall's visit to the university also assisted me in this project as he taught us how to critically analyze an

 existing row house and how to transform it into an spatially efficient building using Open Building methods - what
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 would be part of the base building structure and what would be the infill. Through this exercise as well as the Denver

 project, I feel that I have grown more into understanding how to design more effectively and efficiently than I did

 before starting this course.

Saturday, 11 July 2015
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FADA Joint Community Project: Design For and With
 Local Communities

The departments of Architecture, Multimedia Design, Industrial Design and Communication Design visited the

 Westbury area to investigate the possibility of creating a greater positive impact for their residents. In collaboration

 with the ongoing local community programmes that are already in existence within the area as well as the students

 and lecturers at the University of Johannesburg, the project aims to formulate a design intervention through in-depth

 research that could be brought forward and developed over a five year period.

 Please see the following link to the video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whe3kMUSQQ8&feature=youtu.be

 

Concept: Working with the Transformation and Development Centre in Westbury, the group formulated a short,

 medium and long term strategy to motivate students participating in the existing courses that the centre provides and

 help lower the unemployment level within the precinct. The short and medium term solution includes campaigns and

 facilities that would advertise the module and where students would sell their products to generate income as they

 are learning the set skills. The group focused on the catering program, in particular, with a medium term goal of

 assembling pop-up stores around Johannesburg to generate income and awareness in order to set up a facility

 within Westbury, as a long term goal, where the students would run, work and manage the establishment, thus,

 setting an example within the community residing in Westbury as well as bringing in visitors into the area.

For more information on site mapping and analysis as well as the group's initial ideas on the intervention, please refer

 to the following link:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/812707485516058/

 
 

Three Phase Development Intervention For The
 Westbury Community

MTech Unit 2 Mid Year Portfolio Review

Students were asked to compile a video of all their projects that they completed in the first and second quarter of the

 year and explain their main theme that they are engaging in.

 

Portfolio Video Review
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Open Building Intensive with Professor Kendall

Students were given the task to critically analyze existing living and service spaces through precedent studies of their

 chosen building typologies and design possible fixed and infill systems within their base building for people to inhabit.

 Fixed systems included service and staircase shafts as well as door and window openings on the facades of the

 base building. Infill systems included the interior drywalls and doors within the design.

The concept was to design a mixed-use row house with optimum living and trading spaces for its residents and

 stakeholders. The design suggests a possible extension space for the ground floor retail program and/or the first and

 second floor residential spaces.

Open Building Applications For Housing
 Typologies: 

Mixed-Use Row House
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Sunday, 12 April 2015

Introduction To Studio At Denver

Studio AT Denver

The Denver area mostly comprises of a light industrial area with a residential sector that is located to the east of

 Johannesburg CBD and is surrounded by a broader industrial band along its boundary. Main Reef Road is located

 towards the north of Denver which borders Johannesburg’s historical gold mining belt. Surrounding settlements,

 such as the Denver Hostels, surfaced within the area during the development of Johannesburg in order to house the

 migrant workers entering the city. This was also managed by the planning of the infrastructure that was developed

 during the apartheid era.

Due to the amount of poverty that is evident in KwaZulu-Natal, some of its locals within the province moved to

 Gauteng in search of job opportunities and a better quality of life.

The community of Denver mostly speak the isiZulu language and follow the conventional hierarchical structure of

 their decision making within the area. The informal politics within Denver chose that one head chief that makes all

 the decisions within the community and allocates tasks to his subordinates which then manage the tasks that are

 given to the residents. This form of hierarchical ranking is part of the Zulu tradition and forms the basis of their

 culture. Due to this sense of order existing within Denver, it is difficult for the neighbourhood to have complete

 ownership over their own space and therefore it affects the individual’s form of decision-making. The spatial changes

 are only made relative to the region’s social structure.

The communal spaces within Denver offer the community a space where they can gather and socialise. These

 spaces offer the community a sense of ownership and are therefore kept clean. These courtyard areas are the

 support level in Denver and the settlement buildings around these spaces are adjusted according to what the

 community needs.

The government promised Denver’s residents that they would be granted suitable housing and when this was not

 met, they told the community that they would be relocated to areas with affordable housing but none of this was

 provided. Denver’s inhabitants reside in the ever-growing informal settlements and encounter unhealthy living

 conditions as their waste is disposed within the main storm water channel. The build-up of waste within this area

 causes the channel to flood during the rainy season and is seen as a neglected area where there is not sense of
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 ownership. The public toilets are also in poor condition and the drainage channels do not have a decent

 infrastructure to control the outflow to a designated area. The electrical power lines hang low within these parts

 which prevents any trucks or waste removal vehicles to enter the area and is also a danger to the residents,

 especially the children. The quality of the laundry areas, which are by the water points, do not have an adequate

 drainage system and there are no designated safe areas for the children to play while the mothers wash clothing.

 These neighbourhood support levels need to be retained in order for the community to have a better quality of life.

+1   Recommend this on Google
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The Future of Open Building

When referring to the notion of Open Building, John Habraken argues that the system should mediate between the

 needs of the individual as well as the community that inhabit the space. This allows for the design of a building or

 space with different systems that have the potential to be personalised and altered according to the individual’s or

 community’s needs at neighbourhood level. These conditions offer a sense of ownership, responsibility and care to

 those inhabitants, therefore creating an opportunity for a safer and cleaner space for them to occupy.

This is achieved through gathering communication and information, mainly on-site, in order to generate an

 infrastructure that evaluates what is required for the people within that particular neighbourhood. Through this

 understanding, one can develop an infrastructure that identifies the urban hardware and urban software within a

 neighbourhood and how it influences its users. Without the individual, the space would become inflexible and

 standardised and could therefore have a greater potential of failure due to the fact that the needs of the individual or

 community could not be met.

The relevance of Open Building is important to the individuals within a neighbourhood as it unites levels of decision

 making with construction as well as control within the system. These levels include the town fabric (the tissue), the

 base building (the support), and fit-out (the building’s infill). The buildings and infill within a neighbourhood can be

 transformed and replaced while the town fabric still remains the same.

This system provides the infrastructure the opportunity to reuse its building parts in order to lengthen its life

 expectancy and thus prevents the accumulation of waste materials which leads to a better design of an

 infrastructure. The director of OBOM Research Group, Ype Cuperus, states that Open Building is “a multi-facetted

 concept, with technical, organizational and financial solutions for a built environment that can adapt to changing

 needs. It supports user participation, industrialization and restructuring of the building process”.

The Future of Open Building
An Explanation Of The Concept

A street analysis of Commercial Street, Fordsburg and redesigning the street edge 

with relevance to the Open Building concept. © Diana Wolny, 2015

Sunday, 22 March 2015

Explorations In Urban Design & Architecture
 Individual Work Assignment

  Explorations In Urban Design & Architecture
Multi-Layered, Mixed Neighbourhoods In Newtown, Johannesburg
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Following our group urban design framework proposal, we were required to choose a site responding to our group

 analysis. Our design had to respond to the context into which it was inserted as well as relate back to the Open

 Building concept. It needed to cater for the diverse needs within the area, a selection of occupancy options

 and affordability levels.

 The main intention of Group A's urban design framework was to link Fordsburg Square to Oriental Plaza via

 Commercial Road and transform it into a fully pedestrianized walkway. This was the site I was going to focus on

 upgrading for the community of Fordsburg.

From January until 14 March 1922, there was a strike against the gold miners and their employers due to a wage cut

 per shift for the black miners and retrenching the higher paid white miners for more affordable black miners. The

 strike became an open uprising where the South African Army as well as the Air Force were called in to bombard

 Fordsburg Square. These miners dug out large trenches next to the municipal toilet on Mint Road, a building that

 sheltered them from the army and would later become a heritage building to commemorate this day. The South

 African Air Force were informed to bomb the square from above but hit the nearby Presbyterian Church on Mint

 Road, which is now also a heritage building within the area. This day became known as the Rand Rebellion or Rand

 Revolt.

Today, Fordsburg Square is one of the main areas of Indian culture in South Africa and is an extremely colourful and

 lively meeting place for the community as well as its visitors.

 Fietas was a flourishing community consisting of the Indian, White, coloured and Malay population before the

 1970's. It was made up of two suburbs, being Pageview and Vrededorp, and in the late 1970's most of the

 community was forcefully relocated to other suburbs during apartheid under the Group Areas Act. While bulldozers

 broke down existing homes and the resident's belongings were thrown onto the streets, some people of the

 community stayed within the area in informal settlements while the majority vacated the area to places such as

 Lenasia and Eldorado park while the Indian traders regrouped in the space now known as Oriental Plaza.

 Today Oriental Plaza is a successful tenant-owned shopping mall where people from all over South Africa come and

 do their shopping mainly over the weekends. The shop owners provide their customers with a unique shopping

 experience with great deals in what ever they are selling and is definitely the major attraction within Fordsburg.

The Intention of my conceptual design was to allow pedestrians to have an enjoyable and exciting journey between

 two historical landmarks within Fordsburg.

Mint Road, Fordsburg

The History Of Fordsburg Square & Oriental Plaza

Artist's impression of the events that formed Fordsburg Square and Oriental Plaza  © Diana Wolny 2015

My Concept
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I began analyzing Commercial Road by marking out the active retail edges, hard and dead edges as well as informal

 seating and street trade activities. I noticed that the street traders along this edge did not have a specially allocated

 area for them to operate their business and were also open to the natural elements. 

After defining the areas mentioned above, I then began designing a sheltered space for the street traders that also

 responded to the active retail edges as well as giving the opportunity to create active edges along the hard and dead

 edges, not only on the ground level but also at the first level of some buildings. 

 

I noticed that the restaurants and cafeterias along Mint Road and Central Road did not have formal outside seating

 for their customers and discovered that this was due to the by-laws within those roads. Due to this observation, i

 wanted to further activate the edges on Commercial Road by adding outdoor spaces for the public to utilize for

 whatever their needs would be for that time therefore relating back to the Open Building concept.

 I allocated areas for outside seating, sheltered street trade and gave the public a green roof to sit on and enjoy the

 view points towards Oriental Plaza and Fordsburg Square, further linking the two historical landmarks together. A

 paved area and water fountain area were also added for the public focusing more towards the children occupying the

 space, giving them areas to play sports as well as a water play area open to the elements.

 I also added more trees within this corridor to aid the public in finding their way easier towards each node when

 approaching the area off Mint Road, Central Road, Lilian Road and High Street. After this exercise, I began cutting

 away at buildings on the ground and first floors, added volumes above existing one to two-storey buildings and

 pushing certain building edges out to create an interesting space for the public to move through down this corridor. I

 opened up part of Fordsburg Square again to commemorate its sole purpose and enhanced the public and green

 space in that node with the addition of a fountain area in the middle. I moved these traders down Commercial Road

 to further upgrade the hard and dead edges within the existing road.

 I gave the potential for the public to access possible trading spaces on the first floor of certain buildings from the

 view points in my structure to further deal with the relationship of the lower and higher levels within the corridor.
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Final Presentation

Fordsburg mapping analysis with the history behind Fordsburg Square and Oriental Plaza

Street analysis with concept sketches

Plan of potential activities on Commercial Road

Section through portion of Commercial Road, Fordsburg
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Cross section through Commercial Road with precedent studies

Saturday, 21 March 2015

Explorations In Urban Design & Architecture Group
 Work Assignment

  Explorations In Urban Design & Architecture

The MTech unit went to document information in the Newtown and Fordsburg districts.

 The class was split into four groups in order to do an in-depth analysis within these four

 sites and were then asked to compile an urban design framework based on our findings.

As a class, we marked out key nodes within our areas and then discussed how we were

 going to link them all within our overall urban design framework. 

Multi-Layered, Mixed Neighbourhoods In Newtown, Johannesburg

Overview

Overall Urban Design Framework

Overall group presentation
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After this task, we then moved onto our group urban design frameworks and began

 altering our areas based on our findings to come up with a development proposal that

 also responded to our overall scheme. I was part of Group A which focused on Fordsburg

 and our key nodes were Fordsburg Square and Oriental Plaza.

Site model for presentation

Mapping of heritage sites as well as analysis of street and building edges

Mapping of types of movement and activities as well as street section analysis through the site

Group A: UDF proposal
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New building, green space and parking allocations in Fordsburg

New building allocations above and near existing buildings.

View from Oriental Plaza entrance looking towards Commercial Road

Friday, 20 February 2015

People, Systems and Infrastructure: Part 3

One of the current main issues that South Africans face today is the problem of load shedding. This is caused by the

 poor conditions of the Eskom infrastrusture as reported by the ENCA (2015).

 Due to the on-going electrical supply interruptions throughout the country, it leaves buildings and streets unlit and

 sinister; waiting for something to happen in the shadows. In my concept I want to address this crisis on a small scale

 by illuminating the darkened streets in Jeppestown with the use of stored energy. A model which introduces

 alternative means of electrical light application that doesn't rely on the city's electrical power supply. All forms of

 electrical features producing light in my design concept will be powered by a solar power system using photo

 voltaic cells.

Let There Be Light

GERSH, A. (2011) FRONTLINE: BLACKOUT POWERLINES AT SUNRISE [Online] Available from: http://gershpost.com/?

attachment_id=210.[Accessed: 20th February 2015].
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Another setback in the design is how to cater for days where there is insufficient sunlight to power these artificially lit

 corridors at night. The solution is harvesting kinetic energy into electrical energy from an individual's footsteps and

 store that energy for later use. This invention has already been put into use overseas and is seen as the way forward

 in green technology as stated by Pavegen CEO, Laurence Kemball, at the TedxRio Talk in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

 (2013). 

Follow the link below to watch the presentation held at TedxRio:

https://vimeo.com/44078683

Follow the link below to read up more on the Pavegen product:

http://www.pavegen.com/home

Follow the link below to watch a short presentation on how the product's battery management system:

https://vimeo.com/89541812

In my design, I want to incorporate interactive elements using artificial light in order to draw the public into a social,

 relaxing and enjoyable environment outdoors. 

Apart from introducing the Pavegen product onto the pavement's facade, there will be an equivalent weight

 distribution product but in the form of electrical light. This interactive feature possesses semi-transparent photo

 voltaic cells so that LED light can be transmitted from underneath the system and will leave an eye-catching trail

 behind the individual using it.

An illustration of materials that might be used in my concept as well as solutions to Load Shedding on the streets.

On A Rainy Day

PAVEGEN. (2014) Technology [Online] Available from: http://www.pavegen.com/technology. [Accessed: 20th February 2015].

Interactive Elements

BRONWELL, B. (2009) Lightfader [Online] Available from: http://transmaterial.net/lightfader/. [Accessed: 20th February 2015].
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Another interactive feature will be placed on the walls within the concept design using LED lights that are activated

 using any damp surface. The intention of this element is to give individuals a space where they can be creative

 without the notion of permanently vandalizing a space. In relation to the Jeppestown site, this interactive facade's

 intent is to celebrate the existing graffiti artwork that is exhibited in and around the neighbourhood. Antonio

 Fourneau's Water Light Graffiti project was held in a public space in France and produced an incredible result of

 artwork styles. He constructed a sheet with thousands of LED lights which lit up every time a person came into

 contact with it with damp hands or with water, from a paintbrush or sponge to throwing a bucket of water over the

 panel (ARTLAB, 2012). 

 Follow the link below to watch a short film about the Water Light Graffiti product:

https://vimeo.com/47095462

 

Motion LED light sensors will also be installed into the street lamps for further energy efficiency. The sensor will be

 placed on the previous street light so that the pathway will be illuminated ahead of its user, increasing the sense of

 security within that corridor.

ARTLAB. (2012) Water Light Graffiti, created by Antonin Fourneau in the Artlab [Online] Available

 from: http://www.digitalarti.com/wlg. [Accessed: 20th February 2015].

ILLUMIN. (2015) Volume IX Issue IV [Online] Available from: http://illumin.usc.edu/165/motion-sensors/. [Accessed: 20th

 February 2015].

Conceptual Design Sketches

Final Concept
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The aim of this pathway is to connect different nodes within a neighbourhood in order to invite the community as well

 as visitors at a social public level. This design could be implemented not only in Jeppestown but also at a global

 scale. By creating these pathway corridors, it will potentially upgrade the infrastructure and lifestyle around these

 corridors as seen in the precedent studies in my earlier blog post.

Thursday, 19 February 2015

People, Systems and Infrastructure: Part 2

Many buildings were left vacant especially in Hillbrow, which is seen as one of the "most densely populated

 neighbourhood(s) in South Africa" (Johannesburg Development Agency, 2009). This allowed the lower income

 groups as well as numerous African immigrants to come inhabit the spaces legally and illegally resulting in poor

 upkeep and the dilapidation of buildings and leading towards the degradation of the area itself. Once this was

 underway, slowly crime as well as violent acts started taking place within and around these regions which led to

 people being afraid of their own safety and locking themselves up in their own homes (Johannesburg Development

 Agency, 2009). This lead to more quiet streets a sign of no form of community and therefore allowed more acts of

 crime to take place.

Fear of Crime Following Urban Decay

BESTER, D. (2014) Johannesburg-Urban-Decay-Danie-Bester_2150 [Online] Available from: http://daniebester.co.za/new-

project-johannesburg-beautifully-ran-down/johannesburg-urban-decay-danie-bester_2150/. [Accessed: 18th February 2015].

It is evident that urban decay exists in Johannesburg, specifically in the Johannesburg Central Business District and

 its neighbouring areas. This is due to the fact that after the Group Areas Act was abolished in the 1990’s, many

 people who were in the inferior classes during apartheid were now able to relocate to the designated "white" areas

 which made many corporate businesses, including the stock exchange, move their investments to other suburban

 areas such as the Sandton Central Business District. 

BLOGGER, (2012) Ponte Today [Online] Available from: http://www.yourplace.co.za/africa/ponte-today/. [Accessed: 18th

 February 2015].
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At the moment, there is a large number of CCTV surveillance cameras installed within central Johannesburg

 monitoring the crime but this does not act as a feature for prevention. Instead it aids in a quicker response rate of the

 Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department (JMPD) on an incident in the area by scanning cars and patrolling the

 precinct looking for these criminals as reported by IOL News (2008). 

The argument is not for the implementation of these CCTV surveillance cameras as that is a great step forward to aid

 in capturing these vigilantes. As discussed in my first blog entry this week, there doesn't necessarily need to be an

 increase of more forms of security, such as CCTV surveillance cameras or security guards, but to rather begin from

 the route of the problem. Any implemented system that is initiated into the space should allow individuals, within any

 given area, to feel safe again by introducing public spaces in quiet zones. This will prevent different nodes in an area

 to be disjointed and will not only upgrade a small neighbourhood, such as Jeppestown, but can also upgrade entire

 cities.

Precedent Studies

This railroad was built in the 1930's in New York as part of the West Side Improvement Project and a portion of it by

 Tenth Avenue caused numerous deaths involving the freight trains and different forms of traffic at street level

 between 1851 and 1929, thus coining the name "Death Avenue" Amateau (2008). The New York Central Railroad

 came to an agreement with the city and state to raise the railroad track nine metres above ground level in order to

 prevent future fatalities. This railroad became disused in 1980 and was planned to be demolished Amateau (2008).

The Friends of the High Line association, founded by Joshua David and Robert Hammond, wanted to transform

 this disused railway into a public park in 1999 (Friends of the High Line, 2000-2005).

BESTER, D. (2014) Johannesburg-Urban-Decay-Danie-Bester_2144 [Online] Available from: http://daniebester.co.za/new-

project-johannesburg-beautifully-ran-down/johannesburg-urban-decay-danie-bester_2144/. [Accessed: 18th February 2015].

The High Line

Architects: James Corner Field Operations, Diller Scofidio and Renfro

Location: New York, USA

MICHAEL,V. (2012) Impressions of the High Line [Online] Available

 from: https://vincemichael.wordpress.com/2012/05/05/impressions-of-the-high-line/. [Accessed: 19th February 2015].
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What was once a dilapidated railway line is now a beautiful public space that colours Manhattan's city skyline green

 without silencing the rumbling traffic below. It combines a vertical landscape of elements such as stairs and elevators

 every two to three blocks and possesses natural plantation which was inspired by the wild landscape that grew on

 the abandoned tracks  (Friends of the High Line, 2000-2005) along with pebble-dash concrete pathways that blend

 into the landscape. The existing railway tacks and ties extend throughout the park recalling the High Line's former

 use. The forthcoming construction of this public park space allowed for real estate developments to take place in

 buildings which faced this area.

ASPECT STUDIOS. (2009-2012) Chinatown Public Domain Upgrades. [Online] Available from: http://aspect.net.au/?p=388.

 [Accessed: 19th February 2015].

FRIENDS OF THE HIGH LINE. (2000-2015) History A revitalized piece on New York City's past. [Online] Available

 from: http://www.thehighline.org/about. [Accessed: 19th February 2015].

FRIENDS OF THE HIGH LINE. (2000-2015) Design Exceptional architecture and plant design. [Online] Available

 from: http://www.thehighline.org/about. [Accessed: 19th February 2015].

Chinatown Public Domain Upgrades

Architects: Aspect Studios

Location: Chinatown, Sydney, Australia

Cheonggyecheon Urban Upgrade

Architects: Cheonggyecheon Restoration Project

Location: Seoul, South Korea
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RECORDLIFEMEDIA. (2013) Cheonggyecheon River in South Korea - Best restored river in the world, possibly. [Online]

 Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEPIBFdWLqo. [Accessed: 19th February 2015].

  

MANSOR, A. (2011) Seoul Cheonggyecheon Stream Night View (Canon 550D/T2i). [Online] Available

 from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFWDeCgfQ6U. [Accessed: 19th February 2015].

Wednesday, 18 February 2015

People, Systems and Infrastructure: Part 1

For our next assignment we were given the task of designing a conceptual form of infrastructure that is to be used in

 a Johannesburg neighbourhood which challenges the traditional perception of different forms of infrastructure.

 Through our research we have to address highly relevant and pressing concerns of how urban “hardware” influences

 urban “software” between the chosen type of infrastructure in relation to its users.

In response to my findings from last week's immersion into Jeppestown, my urban "hardware" and "software" will

 respond to the aspect of fear in a neighbourhood in further detail. The images below are representations of different

 people's responses and understandings of fear:

An Understanding

Fear Through Many Eyes

Representation of perceptions of fear.
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As noted in my previous blog entry, I found that people were fearful of walking the streets in Jeppestown due to their

 safety being in jeopardy. This is due to the fact that individuals were walking in dark, quiet areas where there was no

 public activity present and thus acts of crime and violence were easier to take place.

Whilst visiting the neighbourhood I also noticed an apparent disassociation between each sector within the area; in

 terms of formal or informal trade groups and recreational spaces. Because of this, there are many unused spaces

 that become quiet and eventually develop into dumping grounds for various refuse or waste materials. These areas

 also become "hotspots" for potential crime syndicates.

Mind map of my suggestions on fear and its results.

Affective, Cognitive & Behavioral Aspects

the-devil-beside-you, (2014) Insaniam [Online] Available from: http://the-devil-beside-you.tumblr.com/post/84399543372. 

[Accessed: 18th February 2015].

Mapping of different trading types on Jeppestown.

Orange: Retail Trade

Purple: Catering Trade

Blue: Industrial Trade

QUESTION:
How can these spaces be linked in order to create a fluid

 public space for the community and its stakeholders as well
 as to create a safer environment for its users?
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The challenge is to connect these nodes for the prevention of quiet unsocial zones to exist; to clean up areas of

 evident refuse dumping and to create a more welcoming environment to the zones. This will aid in promoting public

 spaces where individuals who are part of the Jeppestown community, or its visitors, will feel safe and secure as more

 people will flow into these areas and will prevent future acts of crime. The aim of this concept is for it to not only be

 implemented within the Jeppestown district but in any other vicinity around the globe where ever necessary.

Sketch illustrating connecting each nodes of trade as well as the park within Jeppestown.
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Monday, 16 February 2015

Jeppestown Neighbourhood Immersion

Members of the MTech Unit 2 course were given a five day task to document the people and spaces that make up

 Jeppestown and present our findings on the final day to the group as well as special guests who live and work in the

 area.

Upon having general discussions with the residents and stakeholders in Jeppestown, the main question I raised with

 them was: “What, do you feel, is lacking in Jeppestown?”

The general consensus was that there is a lack of safety within the area:

A Week In The Life Of The Jeppestown Neighbourhood

INTERVIEWS AND INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

Young schoolboy living in Jeppestown: "It is not safe for us to walk around at night."

                                                                 "I feel threatened on the streets where it is quiet."

                                                                 "We would rather play in other areas during weekends than                    

                                                          in Jeppestown."

Student studying in Jeppestown: "You'd get 'jacked' in those kind of (quiet) streets."

Young man working in Jeppestown: "If you want to be safe, stay away from the quiet streets. It is a big          

                                                          problem here (safety)."

                                                           "I'd think twice if my kids would come around and play here. It                    

                                                      would be a bit of a problem."
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Some individuals shared stories of the types of violent acts that occurred within the area:

I documented my findings by placing four poster sized images with writing of an event that happened in Jeppestown.

 These were put up on a wall opposite the park and I observed the way people responded to the installation. Some

 people walked straight past the pieces; some stopped to take a look but didn’t share any stories with me due to them

 being fearful of the consequences while others read the posters and told me about other aggressive events that

 occurred in and around the park as well as in and around the GP hostel down the road.

The way I presented my findings were in the form of an art installation and a short film. The art installation

 documented the people's response to my public installation while the film documented what I experienced in the area

 in the form of visual and audio clips.

                                                           "After work hours it (the park) becomes sceptical. You'd think                      

                                                      twice if you want to go 'chill' that side."

Man working in Jeppestown: "You can find blood coming in (into Jeppestown), especially on Mondays."

                                                "This other guy told me that people are shooting each other, killing each              

                                           other."

Teenage schoolboy living in Jeppestown: "There was a boy on his last day (of school) he was stabbed            

                                                                  on the bus and he died in the park."

Mother living in Jeppestown: "The big problem is the GP Hostel. There's too many guys there. They are          

                                            so rough. They can even hold you roughly, sometimes even bite you.                        

                                    They are not good for the community."

                                                "You are not safe walking around, especially on weekends because they are        

                                           drunk."

                                                "They drink and they do house break-ins. Every night you hear gunshots."

PUBLIC INSTALLATION AND DOCUMENTATION

THE FINAL HOURS
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Tow rope representing individuals who disregarded the installation.

Paint drum wrapped with barbed wire and tin can string "telephone" with string cut representing individuals

 acknowledging the installation but didn't share any stories due to fear.

 

Paint drum with tin can string "telephone" with string intact representing individuals acknowledging the installation

 but and who shared their stories.

 
Final presentation.
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I noticed that the residents and stakeholders reacted the same way to the installation as they did with the actual

 violence within the area. From my findings the lack of safety within the area doesn’t necessarily need to be amended

 by introducing more forms of security but rather to create more public spaces in areas where they are absent in order

 to link the various forms of trade together that are present in Jeppestown as well as to aid in the unification of the

 community that resides there, thus forming a safer environment for its residents and stakeholders.

The short film that was presented to the group and special guests.

WRAPPING UP
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